
CPE Writing

Model Composition 
 Part 2: Informal Article

A magazine is running a series of articles on people’s experiences of being close to
nature,  for  example,  visits  to  beautiful  lakes  or  mountains,  or  encounters  with
wildlife. You decide to write an article in which you briefly (1)describe an experience
you have have had when you were close to nature, and explain (2)what you learned
from this.  You should  also  (3)evaluate  the  role  that  contact  with  nature  plays  in
people’s lives.
(UCLES b2 test 1) (280-320 words)

  PLAN

Eye-catching title

Introduction  : Hold readers 
                          attention

Body §A  : (1) Describe your
                   experience

Body §B  : (2) Explain what
                    you’ve learnt from
                    that experience

Conclusion : (3) The importance
                     of nature in our lives

CHECKLIST

What Style of writing should you adopt?

⃣ Informal / Chatty
⃣ Neutral
⃣ Formal / Impersonal

Content: 

⃣ Number what you have to do.
⃣ Make sure you have answered to all the questions

Language: 

⃣ Advanced vocabulary
⃣ Complex grammar structures
⃣ Appropriate for the style (Informal-Neutral-Formal)

Organisation: 

⃣ Eye-catching title
⃣ Introduction: Make the reader curious to find out
⃣ Conclusion: Give your reader food for thought
⃣ Main Body: Have paragraphs with clear topic sentence 
⃣ Wide range of connectors & cohesive devices
⃣ Hold your readers attention throughout the artcle
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Let’s Place Nature back into our Lives

We often nag about the hectic pace of life in the modern-day cement cities. We feel
trapped in a rat  race of tight  deadlines,  stuck in long traffic jams or squeezed in
crowded  buses.  But  is  this  man-made  environment  all  there  is  in  life? Have  we
irreversibly lost contact with mother nature? Well, it seems that there is still much
more hope than what we think.

(eye catching title, rhetorical questions, clear indication of what I am to say next)
(personal, informal style)

Being under  such a  suffocating  feeling of  frustration I  decided to  spend my last
Sunday on a day trip to our local mountain. It’s a 40-minute drive from home and as
soon as I left the car I was struck by fresh breeze that stroke my face. It didn’t take
long to start  smelling the subtle odor of the pine trees while I was strolling along a
narrow path. The morning sun greeted me with a bright ray that penetrated through
the thick canopy. The  intense light  drenched the view and made everything seem
glorious. It was only then when I realized that birds had been chirping all along my
path. I was really shocked! ‘Have you been deaf that long?’ I asked myself.

(brief description of my experience: 1.touch, 2.smell, 3.sight, 4.sound)

Well, that was a revelation! What this day trip taught me was that before I complain
about  my  artificial  surroundings  I  need  to  open  my  senses.  The  sun  rises  every
morning and the sky has a different colour every day. Birds chirp outside my doorstep
and the wind blows even through the narrow alleys of our backyards. We might not
be walking through tree-lined paths to go to work but have we noticed the colourful
pots of flowers that hang from balconies? The well-pruned gardens we walk past?
The cute pets that we share our flats with?

(what I’ve learned from that experience)
(use of punctuation as a linking device)

Nature  is,  definitely,  our  home  and  if  we  deprive  ourselves  of  nature,  we  are
alienating our soul from its ‘habitat’. But there is no need to let this happen. We need
to change our mindset. We need to appreciate the elements of nature around us. It’s so
simple! If we adopt a pet and grow some flowers, we will always have the soothing
presence of nature next to us.

(the importance of nature in our lives 
+ a summary of the main idea

+ a punchy final message)

(355 words)
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Features of Informal style that were employed in the model above:

- Use of 1st person
- Direct questions
- Lively punctuation: exclamation marks (!) and question marks (?)
- Discourse markers: well or quotation marks “    ”


